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GLOSSARY
Apache Spark – ”An open source computing framework unifes streaming, batch, and
interactive big data workloads to unlock new applications.” (Zaharia et al., 2013)
Scikit-learn – ”Scikit-learn is an increasingly popular machine learning library. Written in
Python, it is designed to be simple and effcient, accessible to non-experts, and
reusable in various contexts.”(Buitinck et al., 2013)
Ridge Regression – Ridge regression is a technique to deal with multicollinearity when
analyzing multiple regression model.
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ABSTRACT

Author: Chiang, Wan-Chih. M.S.
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: The approach to ridge regression for big data:
An examination
Major Professor: Baijian Yang
Ridge regression is a technical method to deal with highly correlated data when using
regression model for analysis. Like other traditional techniques, one common limitation
happens when the data size is bigger than the storage capacity of the memory or taking
most of the memory storage. The analysis can’t complete because of memory error, either
happening in loading the data into the memory or during the calculation step. Sampling or
extending the memory storage capacity may be two possible solutions to avoid the
problem. However, it probably brings unknown bias when the population is enormous or
high costs in establishing the hardware.
With the new method proposed by Zhang and Yang (2017b), it solves the above
problems that the memory cannot support the requirements for computation in big data
sets as well as the cost. The new method only needs to read the whole data set one time
and make it separately. Unlike the traditional method, reading the entire dataset repeatedly
is not required. In this study, it is to prove the new method can provide a fast way to use
ridge regression for analysis as well as an exact result without approximation. Three
experiments implemented are to examine (i) if the new method can provide the result
sooner than others, (ii) if the new method can handle bigger data set of which others can’t
don, and (iii) if the result from the new method has better predictive accuracy than others.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this thesis is to examine if the new approach proposed by Zhang
and Yang (2017b) can provide better performance in prediction and computation time
when managing massive data sets. This chapter briefy introduces the framework of the
study from Statement of the Problem, Research Question, Scope, Signifcance,
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations.

1.1 Statement of Problem
Ridge regression is one of the critical remedial methods in linear regression
models. It helps in handling collinear situations as well as high-dimensional analysis. Lots
of different machine learning libraries provide ridge regression packages for modeling,
such as Scikit-learn in Python or MLlib on Spark with API in Python. Though Ridge
Regression is an excellent technique when handling multicollinearity cases, there are still
some limitations. First of all, these libraries cannot function if the size of the dataset
exceeds the size of the memory storage. Secondly, the current methods take time for
standardizing raw data sets and loading data at a high frequency during the analysis
process. The approach proposed by Zhang and Yang (2017b) solved the problem of
loading oversize data sets to the memory and lower the frequency of reloading the whole
dataset. Therefore, this study conducted experiments by using the new approach to ridge
regression (Zhang & Yang, 2017b) and compare the performance results with the current
popular libraries.

1.2 Research Question
The aim of the study is to answer the research question that if the new approach to
ridge regression improve the computation performance and remove the limitation of data
size.
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1.3 Scope of Study
This study is to verify the performance of the new method of ridge regression
(Zhang & Yang, 2017b). By executing the computation jobs on big data through different
tools, this study gave a comparison results in either the model accuracy or the computation
time from various methods, including the new method and other current tools. Based on
the purpose of performance comparison in computation time and prediction, the
experimental conditions were consistent for each method. Python 2.7 was the
programming language used in this study. Scikit-learn library was used in this study for
comparison. Few different size datasets were employed in different experiments of this
study based on its purpose.

1.4 Signifcance of the Problem
This study is to examine the new method and see if the computation performance
from the new approach is better than the current famous way. Three items are the
indicators to evaluate the performances from different methods. One is the execution time
from loading data into the memory to fnishing the calculation. Traditionally, the whole
dataset is loaded to the memory for many times based on the calculation requirements.
Based on the new method, the system only needs to read the whole data set for once and
the calculation step can be implemented at the same time. Coming after the big data
generation, the data size for storage or computation becomes bigger and bigger. Other
than enhancing the hardware, the new method also provides another way to extend the
allowable data size for calculation and reduce the reliance on the memory. The second is
to check if the new method can continuously work when the data size is bigger than the
memory storage size and other approaches can’t work. The last one is to review the model
from each method and see how well models can predict precisely.
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1.5 Assumptions
The study includes the following assumptions.
• The computing performance is no difference either at the virtual machines or the
physical machines.
• Over 95 percent of the data is correct.
• Existing baseline code was correctly implemented in different library or methods.
Other than the code, the conditions is the same when executing the code.

1.6 Delimitations
This study is delimited in the following ways:
• For the comparison, codes were executed in the same environment. The criteria for
measurement are consistent in this study as well.
• Python 2 is the program language used in this study.
• The statistical method is ridge regression.

1.7 Limitations
The study includes the following limitations:
• Ridge regression can provide a well-ftting model in the following two situations.
One is that features are highly correlated and the other is the dataset is
high-dimensional. This study is to employ different ridge regression libraries or
methods and compare the results. Given this, the prediction from the models maybe
not good enough as the features of the data set may not be highly related or the
dimension may not be as many as required. It won’t have the impact at this study
because the purpose of this study is to check if the new method is doable and further
to compare different tools to ridge regression, instead of the individual performance.
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• Currently, various data processing platform can be employed for computation. In
this study, the comparison was executed on the same platform by using the same
program language. Therefore, the different effects between different platforms and
programming languages were not discussed in this study.

1.8 Summary
This chapter provides primary information about this study. In the next chapter, it
gives a review of the literature relevant to the topics, statistic model, data processing
frameworks, and data processing methods.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Ridge regression is one of the important remedial methods in regression models; it
helps in handling collinear situations or high-dimensional data. Though it is an excellent
approach for handling multicollinearity cases, there are still some limitations. First of all,
it cannot work when the size of the whole dataset is over than the storage size of the
memory. Secondly, it is hard to standardize the big original observed data set. The last one
is that loading the whole dataset for computation consumes times. These are very
common and happen all the times when the size of datasets is massive. Zhang and Yang
(2017b) propose a new method to solve these problems. In this thesis, the goal is to
execute the experiment based on the statistic theories and previous researchers result
(Zhang & Yang, 2017b) to further test if rigid regression also can be one approach for big
data. Therefore, the following questions become critical: (1) how to ameliorate the issue
of essential needs to read and write datasets following with the statistical method; (2) what
kind of solutions the current techniques can provide to fx the issue as well as improve the
performance; and (3) what about these methods’ performances.
This chapter provides a literature review on these research topic. The importance
of ridge regression model will be introduced in the frst section and current effective
solutions will be covered in the following section.

2.1 Statistical model
Statistical theorems and models are a necessary and solid foundation of machine
learning. When applying the machine learning algorithm, the accuracy rate of prediction
varies from different models employed in the analysis. From time to time, new
technologies used in big data analysis and machine learning are continuously improved as
well as coming with new thinking on statistical modeling. Fan and Lv (2008) indicated
that high-dimensional data analysis should provide with two primary goals which are to
develop effective methods and to gain insight into the relationship between features and
responses for scientifc purposes. Not only effcient techniques are required, Chen and
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Zhang (2014) also pointed out I/O performance issue. Though, both the performance of
CPU and disk drives increase double every 18 months. At the same time, information
increase is also at an exponential rate which is signifcantly quicker than the increase of
performance of CPU and disk drives. However, the enhancement of data processing
methods is relatively slow. Because of the issue of ”CPU-heavy but I/O poor” (Hey,
Tansley, Tolle, et al., 2009), they think some constraints interrupt the development of
discovery of big data. To overcome the constraints and apply the goal of providing useful
methods, researchers focus on improving sampling methodologies, simplifying the
calculation process for different statistical models to ease workloads at the step of reading
and writing data, etc.
The linear regression model is the basic as well as the frst one statistic model for
most of the students when learning statistics. Weisberg (2005) stated that the most
important reason for learning linear regression is that even with all the new alternatives
most analyses of data continue to be based on this older paradigm. In particular,
regression analysis aims at building up a mathematical model to explain relationships
between variables (Seber & Lee, 2012). The multivariable linear regression model is one
of the most powerful and useful models (Oja, 2010). Therefore, some researchers work
on improving the method of applying regression model either for traditional prediction in
statistics or machine learning. Williams (1998) provide the way how to apply Gaussian
processes when performing regression models for prediction or analysis. This method
help on eliminating the intensive needs to computations in parameter-space. Over time,
Huang, Zhou, Ding, and Zhang (2012) publish their work on providing a unique platform
for feature mapping and regression and multiclass classifcation application. Their
platform also optimizes the algorithm for machine learning. Zhang and Yang (2017a)
provides a new method of reading and writing data into memory once to fulfll the whole
computation requirement. Their study focuses on the Box-Cox transformation which is
important for a regression model when its assumptions are violated. They propose a new
approach in computing parameters and matrices which can avoid of additional computing
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tasks and help on getting the exact maximum likelihood estimators more effciently.
Zhang and Yang (2017b) further extend the concept to the ridge regression model. They
propose a new method to accelerate the computation process which can break limitations
on the storage size and enhance the computing performance.

2.2 Machine Learning Library
Scikit-learn library integrated closely with Python language is one of popular
machine learning libraries . It responses to increasingly need from various industries for
data analysis because of its friendly interface and high-level interactive characteristics.
The fundamental technologies for building up Scikit-learn library are Numpy, Scipy, and
Cython. Six signifcant attributes of Scikit-learn library are classifcation to identify
objects, dimensionality reduction, model selection, clustering, preprocessing functions,
and regression modeling.
The purpose is to provide an easy-of-use tool with maximum computational
effciency. In the article published by (Pedregosa et al., 2011), they pointed out the
trade-offs caused by pursuing high-performance effciency. Scikit-learn library is mostly
written by a high-level language, Python. In their experiment, few methods and tools,
such like mlpy, pybrain, pymvpa, etc, are implemented as benchmarks to compare with
Scikit-learn. Long computation time and memory copy issues are defciencies exposed in
the tests. Buitinck et al. (2013) try to compare the performance of Scikit-learn with others
regarding the application programming interface(”API”) based on principles, including
consistency, inspection, non-proliferation of classes, composition, and sensible defaults.
In the result of this paper, it is confrmed that Scikit-learn library provides a consistent
interface for a user to run in various useful machine learning algorithms and accomplish
tasks within an easy-to-read code.
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2.3 Graphics Processing Unit
Graphics Processing Unit (”GPU”) was made for 3D game rendering originally
and now become the role to accelerate computational workloads. Now, GPU is enhanced
to take huge batches of data and perform the the same operation repeatedly and quickly.
Following the hardware architecture, GPUT can run many jobs at the same time. In the
article from Owens et al. (2008), it introduces that GPU follows the rule, simple program
and multiple data, for its programming model. Going further, GPU can capricious control
fow per each thread and place the punishment for for incoherent branching. Elements are
put into blocks together and blocks are processed in parallel. When writing programs for
GPU, the code structure which blocks have coherent branches will use the hardware is a
good way. From the survey in the article, four parallel computation for using GPU are (1)
to perform scatter/gather memory operations, (2) to map one single function onto elements
in parallel, (3) to reduce elements to a single element, and (4) to compute prefx reductions
of an array in parallel. These are most of key functions required in processing big data.

2.4 Data Processing Framework
Big data has been popular for a long while and will be discussed continuously in
each different area. Following the improvement in various technologies from hardware to
software, people change their defnition of big data again and again. It also applies to the
general size that people think a big data set should be. In the meanwhile, people try all
kinds of methods to provide better and quicker solutions when using big data or to apply
to big data. This includes speeding up data the time of big data delivery via the Internet,
implementing parallel computing without any idle resource, or creating a new stream
format to ensure users can enjoy a high digital video. Researchers focus on respective
sections to build and enhance solutions or tools.
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The data processing framework is one of the foundations when discussing the topic
of big data. There are a couple of well-liked open-source data processing frameworks
launched, including Apache Hadoop, Apache Storm, Apache Samza, Apache Spark, and
Apache Flink, following by their initial launch time (Ellingwood, 2016). Apache Hadoop
published in 2003 as Google File System for supporting large distributed data-intensive
applications (Shvachko, Kuang, Radia, & Chansler, 2010). In the latest stable version,
Apache Hadoop comprises Hadoop Distributed File System (”HDFS”), YARN, and
MapReduce when running batch jobs. It brings advantages, colossal scalability, lower cost
at types of equipment as well as a well-tested batch processing model. Because the
design, reading and writing from the permanent storage, like a hard drive, multiple times
which means that needs to the memory becomes less. MapReduce as the engine helps on
the batch data processing tasks and is suited for handling large data sets. The advantage of
Apache Hadoop also comes with limitation at the time. The way how it reads and writes
data will cause a signifcant needs at the time and cannot allow users to get the result
quickly. Apache Storm launched in 2011 was created by Nathan Marz and the team at
BackType (Marz, 2014). Apache storm as one of a distributed stream processing
computation frameworks became open-source in 2011 when Twitter acquired BackType.
Apache Storm is good at processing real-time analysis as a distributed system, and its
characteristic is scalable and fault-tolerant. However, it cannot process batch jobs at one
time which brings some inconvenience. Apache Samza, as a real-time stream processing
and asynchronous computational framework, is developed with the characteristics,
fault-tolerance, processor isolation and managed large state. However, the user would
need to consider if the current system is compatible with Samza, if low latency processing
is required or if one-time semantics is necessary before installing Apache Samza.
When considering needs of processing batch and stream jobs, Apache Spark and
Apache Flink provide solutions to satisfy the requirement. Apache Spark launched in
2014 is regarded as a next-generation batch processing framework with stream processing
capabilities (Ellingwood, 2016). Apache Spark would be implemented as a standalone
cluster or hook into Apache Hadoop an alternative engine to replace MapReduce. Apache
Spark also acquires Resilient Distributed Datasets (”RDDs”) to accommodate the function
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of fault-tolerance and implement the in-memory computation strategy. When transforming
to stream processing mode, Apache Spark sustains its capability by using Spark Streaming
with micro-batches. Micro-batches (Zaharia et al., 2013) is the way applied under the
Apache Spark framework to eliminate the gap between the in-memory computational
design in Apache Spark and the characteristics of streaming workloads. Not only using the
in-memory strategy to accelerate the speed but the research team (Gonzalez et al., 2014)
also built GraphX on top of Apache Spark to optimize the performance of the disk-related
task. In summary, Apache Spark is more fexible in integration, either employed in a
standalone cluster or integrated into Apache Hadoop environment, quicker at computing,
and with great support, including various libraries and tooling. Apache Flink launched in
2014 considers batch jobs to be streams and treat data processing as a subset of stream
tasks. When being in the stream processing mode, Apache Flink processes datasets on an
item-by-item basis with the following components, Streams, Operators, Sources, and
Sinks. Regarding the batch processing model, Apache Flink makes it as an extension of
the stream processing model. Also, there are some improvements Apache Flink achieves
for handling batch workloads. Considering the limitation of the micro-batch architecture
in Apache Spark, Apache Flink provides better performance in offering low latency and
real entry-by-entry processing. However, there is some limitation Apache Flink cannot
overcome under its self-properties. Like the characteristic of unconventional, Apache
Flink manages its memory and not require to optimize and adjust manually. Partitioning
and caching data would be implemented automatically (Carbone et al., 2015). Comparing
to Apache Spark which is used with various support and developments, Apache Flink is
still at a very beginning status. There is no many research into Flink’s scaling limitations
as its large-scale deployments are still not very common. Following the observation in the
publication in 2016 (Marcu, Costan, Antoniu, & Pérez-Hernández, 2016), Apache Spark
provides better performance, 1.7x faster for large graph processing and 1.5x faster for
batch and small graph workload, than Apache Flink.
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Overall, Apache Hadoop is a batch-only framework, Apache Storm, and Apache
Samza are stream-only, and Apache Spark and Apache Flink are a combination of batch
and stream frameworks. However, the comparison and discussion are not only focusing on
the different purpose of the design, batch or stream, between frameworks. Researchers
also do some studies on the contrast between Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark. Apache
Hadoop with Google’s MapReduce model began the era of adopting an ecosystem with
parallel data analysis tools for large clusters. As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
people recognize Apache Spark as a next-generation framework. Based on the related
research (Zaharia et al., 2012), it shows that Apache Spark has a better performance
which can run applications up to 40x faster than Apache Hadoop by storing data in
memory. From the research in 2013 (Gu & Li, 2013), researchers also confrmed that
Apache Spark is a better choice, compared to Apache Hadoop, if the computational task
applied on the data processing framework is time sensitive.

2.5 Data Processing Method
More than 20 years ago, the idea of parallel computation has been under
discussion until today. Cole (1989) provided a view and summary in parallel and
contributed computing models when large-scale parallelism at the inter-processor level
became a new choice in 1989. Researchers continuously proposed various methods to
improve the performance when employing the parallel computation. Culler et al. (1993)
proposed LogP approaching a realistic model of parallel computation. Their work
provides excellent performance in their new approach. Zaharia et al. (2012) present the
Resilient Distributed Datasets (”RDDs”), a distributed memory abstraction that makes
programmers implement in-memory computations on large clusters with fault tolerance.
The idea is from two ineffcient issues which programmers cannot handle iterative
algorithms and interactive data mining tools effciently. For these two situations,
processing iterative algorithms and using interactive a data mining tool, preserving the
whole data in memory can ease workloads of reading data as well as improve
performance. Therefore, Zaharia et al. (2012) launch RDDs and present the relevant
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functions. RDDs can also express existing programming models, including MapReduce,
DryadLINQ, and Pregel. An iterative MapReduce model which is a series of MapReduce
tasks and one of the functions in newly launched systems, like HaLoop or Twister, can
also be made by using RDDs. In the following chapter, it will talk about the methodology
includes: (1) Models & the statistical test method: introduce the new approach and the
classical model as the baseline ;(2) The data processing framework and APIs: talk about
the framework and relevant Application Programming Interface (”APIs”) employed in this
study ;(3) Dataset: present the data used in this study.

2.6 Summary
This chapter provided a review of the literature relevant to in both statistics and
computer science to understand the existing work. When focusing on the ridge regression
model, limitations are the size for computing maximum likelihood estimations. One
theory has been published that how to avoid of huge demanding on the computation and
how to reading and writing data into the memory once without any extra effort.(Zhang &
Yang, 2017b) Following the model, selecting a proper technique and deciding the
computing method become critical to decide if the analysis job can be done. In the
following chapter, it will introduce the experiment design in the study.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
This chapter provides the framework and methodology used in the study. The
following sections cover the fve parts : (1) Ridge regression: this is to introduce the new
approach and the classical model; (2) Testing conditions and APIs: this is to talk about the
framework and relevant Application Programming Interface (”APIs”) employed in this
study; (3) Dataset: present the data used in this study; (4) Procedures of the experiments
& Evaluation measurements: this is to introduce the details of the experiment design and
the evaluation method; and (5)Summary: this is to summarize this chapter.

3.1 Ridge Regression
In this section, it introduces two approaches to ridge regression which are the
traditional method and the new approach published by Zhang and Yang (2017b).
The classical approach starts from the frst step, standardizing the response and
explanatory variables, to ensure their means are zero and the sum of squares are one. The
frst step can ease the computing loadings when trying to get the vector of the regression
coeffcient and the vector of error terms for building up the estimation model. It is because
the intercept terms will be removed after standardization. It also means that the computing
work would only need to fnd the estimation of the vector of the regression coeffcient.
Therefore, the model can be simplifed from (3.1) to (3.2) after standardizing both
independent and dependent variables.

y = Xβ + ε

(3.1)

where y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn )0 is an nx1 vector of the dependent variables, X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )0
is an nxp matrix of independent variables, β = (β0 , β1 , ..., β p−1 ) is a px1 vector of
regression coeffcient parameters, and ε = (ε1 , ..., εn ) is error terms which is an nx1 vector
and apply to normal distribution, N(0, σ 2 I)
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Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimator of β is: β̂ = (X0 X)−1 X0 y. The
2
= y0 [I − X(X0 X)−1 X0 ]y/n. The estimated
maximum likelihood estimator of σ 2 is σ̂MLE

variance-covariance matrix of the regression coeffcients is V̂ (β̂ ) = σ̂ 2 (X0 X)−1
After standardizing both response and explanatory variables, the model can be
simplifed as below as the intercept terms can be removed.

ys = Xs βs + εs

(3.2)

where ys = (ys,1 , ys,2 , ..., ys,n )0 and Xs = (xs,1 , xs,2 , ..., xs,n )0 present for standardized
variables. And β = (βs,1 , βs,2 , ..., βs,p−1 ) is a px1 vector of regression coeffcient
parameters with no intercept parameter. εs = (εs,1 , ..., εs,n ) is error terms which is an nx1
vector and apply to normal distribution, N(0,I)
Based on the above, the estimators can be found by using the following equations.
p−1

β̂0 = ȳ −

∑ x̄ j

j=1

r
β̂ j =

vyy ˆ
βs, j
vxx, j

for

r

vyy ˆ
βs, j
vxx, j

(3.3)

j = 1, 2, ..., (p − 1)

σ̂ 2 = vyy σ̂s2
where vyy = ∑ni=1 (yi − y)2 and vxx, j = ∑ni=1 (xi j − x j )2

(3.4)

(3.5)
f or j = 1, 2, ..., (p − 1)

Using the concept of penalizing least squares estimation, the target function can be
modifed as below and get the estimation of βs by minimizing the below target function.
lR,λ (βs ) = ||ys − Xs βs ||2 + λ ||βs ||2

(3.6)

Given λ is non-negative, the estimator of βs and the estimator of
variance-covariance matrix can be expressed as below.
β̂s,λ = (X0s Xs + λ I)−1 X0s ys

(3.7)
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V̂ (β̂s,λ ) = σ̂s2 (X0s Xs + λ I)−1 (X0s Xs )(X0s Xs + λ I)−1

(3.8)

Based on the new approach published by Zhang and Yang (2017b), the
standardization is not required and the calculation workload is reduced if pre-calculated
terms, A matrix, stated in the below are processed frst. The key contribution of the new
method is from the calculation of A matrix. The calculation job for getting A matrix can
be split into several small jobs which can help skip the requirement of loading the whole
data set into the memory. The system only needs to read the whole data set for one time
when calculating A matrix. After getting A matrix, the system doesn’t need to reload the
dataset anymore and can get the estimators based on A matrix. In the following paragraph,
it brings more details about the new method.
When the parallel computing task is implemented for the calculation of A matrix,
the computation job is divided into K parts, which means Ak is calculated separately from
k=1 to k=K and than sum together.
K

A=

⎛

∑ Ai = ⎝
k=1

∑ni=1 yi2

(∑ni=1 yi xi )0

∑ni=1 xi yi

∑ni=1 xi x0i

⎞

⎛

⎠=⎝

syy

s0xy

sxy Sxx

⎞
(3.9)

⎠

After getting A matrix, vyy and vxx can be found by using the below equations.
vyy = syy − s20,xy /S00,xx
vxx, j = S j j,xx − S02 j,xx /S00,xx

f or j = 1, 2, ..., p − 1

(3.10)
(3.11)

β̂s,λ can be derived based on the above elements and equation (3.4). The (3.4)
equation can be transferred to the below.

β̂s,λ = (X0s Xs + λ I)−1 X0s ys
= (SS,XX + λ I)−1 ss,xy

(3.12)

SS,XX is a (p-1)x(p-1) matrix and ss,xy is a vector with (p-1) elements. Both of them can be
derived from elements of A matrix, ss,xy and SS,XX .
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ss, j,xy =

SS,XX =

s j,xy − s0,xy S0 j,XX /n
√
vyy vxx, j

S j1 j2 ,XX − S0 j1 ,XX S0 j2 ,XX /n
√
vxx, j1 vxx, j2

f or j = 1, 2, ..., p − 1

f or j1 , j2 = 1, 2, ..., p − 1

(3.13)

(3.14)

Therefore, this study followed the above approach to implement the machine
learning algorithms and compare the results with the performance from current libraries
by checking the computation time as well as prediction models.

3.2 Testing Conditions
In this section, the experiment environment is introduced, including hardware
specifcation, and libraries. To manage control factors effectively, the hardware
specifcation, program languages, libraries, and APIs are all the same in each experiment.

3.2.1 Hardware Specifcation
To compare the computation time in each condition, the following is hardwares
specifcation which was used for the tests. The frmware used for the 64-bit motherboard
is with 64 KiB and its capacity is 11 MiB. Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU was installed
at 3.40GHz with three caches. The size of each caches were 256 KiB, 1 MiB and 8 MiB
respectively. The size of the memory was 16 GiB with four bank of which size was 4 GiB
and width is 64 bits.

3.2.2 Software Applications
Operating system used in this study was Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS in GNU/Linux
4.4.0-79-generic x86-64. Python 2.7 was the programming language installed with
required libraries. Libraries hired for the tests were Time, Numpy, Scipy, Pandas, and
Scikit-Learn.
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Time function was imported to count the computation time in seconds in the
procedure. Numpy and Scipy were libraries used for matrix calculation based on the
requirements from the new method and from the evaluation method. Pandas was the
library which provides good performance in data preparation. Signifcant features of
Pandas includes effciently indexing, reshaping, labeled-based slicing large data sets, data
aggregation and transformation, and merging and joining data sets. In this study, datasets
were read as a pandas data frame. Scikit-learn was a machine learning library which
provides various APIs for different purposes. General functions include classifcation,
regression, clustering, dimensionality reduction, model selection and preprocessing. In
this study, few functions in Scikit-learn were used in the preprocessing step, such like
shuffing and splitting the data set into train and test subsets. Also, ridge regression in
Scikit-learn was used for comparison.

3.3 Dataset
Datasets used in this study were from two major sources which are Federal
Aviation Administration (”FAA”) and Bureau of Transportation Statistics (”BTS”). In this
section, it briefy introduces dependent and independent variables collected from these
two sources for 2010 to 2015.
BTS is in an advance position of providing timely, accurate, and reliable
information on the U.S. transportation systems and the impacts on the economy, society
and the environment. It collects scheduled and actual departure and arrival time submitted
by certifed U.S. air carriers that count for at least one percent of domestic passenger
revenues. The data table used in this study contained origin and destination airports,
departure and arrival delays, fight numbers, planned and actual departure and arrival
times, canceled or diverted fights, taxi-out and taxi-in times, airtime, and non-stop
distance for non-stop domestic fights by major air carriers. The following are the features
used in the study.
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• Arrival Delay: This is the difference between the actual arrival time and the
scheduled arrival time. It is negative if the airplane arrives earlier than the schedule.
This variable is zero which is considered that the fight is arriving on-time when it
arrives within 15 minutes of its published arrival time. The unit of this variable is
minutes. In this study, it is one of the dependent variables.

Figure 3.1. Descriptive Statistics for Arrival Delay from 2010 to 2015

• Departure Delay: This is the difference in minutes between the planned the actual
departure time from the origin airport gate and departure time. This item is one of
the features in the model.

Figure 3.2. Descriptive Statistics for Departure Delay from 2010 to 2015
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• Distance: This item is between the original and destination airports in miles. In the
below fgure, it shows how the distance distributes in each year from 2010 to 2015.

Figure 3.3. Box Plot for Distance(miles) from 2010 to 2015

• Air Time: This stands for the time in minutes how fight takes from the original
airport to the destination airport in minutes.

Figure 3.4. Box Plot for Air Time(minutes) from 2010 to 2015
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• Speed: In this study, Air Time in minutes and Distance in miles were combined as
Speed which is Distance divided by Air Time. From 2010 to 2015, 50 percent of
airplanes fy with the speed between 6 miles per minute to 7.5 miles per minute
averagely.

Figure 3.5. Box Plot for Speed(miles/minutes) from 2010 to 2015

• Origin: This stands for the airport where fights depart from. It is using IATA airport
ID system which is a three-letter ID for each airport. From 2010 to 2015, top three
original airports are Atlanta airport, Chicago O’Hare airport, and Dallas Fort Worth
airport respectively. These three airports are original airports of 15 percent of fights
in each year.
Table 3.1. Top 3 Original Airports for 2010 to 2015
Rank

Airport

1

ATL(Atlanta Airport)

2

ORD(Chicago O’Hare Airport)

3

DFW(Dallas/Fort Worth Airport)
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• Destination: This stands for the arrival airport. It is using IATA airport ID system
which is a three-letter ID for each airport. From 2010 to 2015, top three destination
airports are Atlanta airport, Chicago O’Hare airport, and Dallas Fort Worth airport
respectively. These three airports are original airports of 15 percent of fights in
each year.
Table 3.2. Top 3 Destination Airports for 2010 to 2015
Rank

Airport

1

ATL(Atlanta Airport)

2

ORD(Chicago O’Hare Airport)

3

DFW(Dallas/Fort Worth Airport)

• Distance Group: By splitting the trip into 11 groups based on the distance, every
250 miles is an interval from less than 250 miles to greater than 2,500 miles. The
below fgure shows how many fights in each year and group are. Based on the
below fgure, Group 2 for 250 miles to 499 miles which has more than 1,300,000
fights in each year are the biggest group.

Figure 3.6. Distribution for each group from 2010 to 2015
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• Month: This feld is to indicate which month the fight happens. In two of the
following experiments, this item was further grouped by season. Winter is from
November to January; Spring is from February to April; Summer is from May to
July; Fall is from August to October.

Figure 3.7. Distribution for each month from 2010 to 2015

• Day of the Week: This feld is to indicate of which day, from Monday to Sunday,
the fight happens.

Figure 3.8. Day of Week Distribution from 2010 to 2015
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FAA of the U.S. is in charge of all aspects of civil aviation in a nationwide. The
regulator categorizes airports with few classifcations. The following items are collected
from FAA and are joined with the TBS data table for further analysis.
• Airport: FAA has its owned airport ID system which is a three-letter ID for each
airport. For most of the airports, their FAA ID and IATA ID are the same. For few
airports, it is not. Manually managing the mapping table here was required for
further joining two tables from TBS and FAA respectively.
• Service Level: Four major levels are used here which are P, CS, R, and GA. P stands
for Primary Commercial Services. Airports receiving more than 10,000 passenger
boardings each year are assigned as P. CS stands for Cargo Service Airports. R,
reliever airports, usually is designated by FAA to those airports which ease
congestion at a large commercial service airport and to give more general aviation
access to the whole community. GA stands for general aviation airports which are
referred to the largest single group of airports in the U.S. airport system.
Airport Classifications
Commercial Service: Primary:
Publicly owned
more than
airports
10,000
passenger
boardings
each year

Nonprimary

Nonprimary:
Except Commercial Service

Hub Type

% of Annual Passenger Boardings

Common Name

Large:
1% or more

Large Hub

Medium:
At least 0.25%, but less than 1%

Medium Hub

Small:
At least 0.05%, but less than 0.25%

Small Hub

Nonhub:
More than 10,000, but less than
0.05%

Nonhub Primary

Nonhub:
At least 2,500, and no more than
than 10,000

Nonprimary Commercial Service
Cargo Service Airports

(Not Applicable)

Reliever Airports
General Aviation Airports

Figure 3.9. Airport Classifcation
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• Hub: For airports providing primary commercial services, FAA gives them a
sub-category as the hub size which are large(”L”), medium(”M”), small(”S”), and
none(”N”). The criteria is based how many percentages of total U.S. passenger
enplanements the airport serves. Given the ordinal characteristics, L, M, S, and N
were given a number from fve to two accordingly. For those not primarily
commercial services airports, the score was one.

Figure 3.10. Hub from 2010 to 2015

• FAA region: There are nine regional FAA offces which are in charge of their local
airports. These offces are Southern Region(”SO”), Western Pacifc Region (”WP”),
Great Lakes Region (”GL”), South-west Region (”SW”), Eastern Region (”EA”),
North-west Mountain Region (”NM”), New England Region (”NE”), Central
Region (”CE”), and Alaskan Region (”AL”). By using this item, airports were
separated into different groups based on their geographic information. Therefore,
the data here was based on the original airport of each fight to join the information
of FAA region offce.
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Figure 3.11. Distribution for Flights from FAA Region for 2010 to 2015

• Number of passenger enplanement: To further capture more information about the
airport, this item is to provide the information of the airport’s passenger
enplanement numbers in the previous year.

3.4 Procedures and Measurements
Three experiments were executed in this study. First one was to examine if the new
method could output the result faster than the current methods. The second scenario was
to examine if the new method could continuously output the result when other methods
fail to output the results because of the huge data size. The last one was to evaluate the
model and see if the new method could have a good performance in prediction. The
following sections introduces the procedure and measurement for each experiment.
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3.4.1 Experiment I: Computation Time
Zhang and Yang (2017b) proposed the new method to remove the needs of loading
data repeatedly for computation. In this experiment, it tested if the new method could
shorten the computation time signifcantly and get the result faster. The control
experiment used the current popular library, Scikit-Learn, to get the result for comparison.
The computation time included no data preprocessing time and only covered the time for
reading data and calculating the coeffcients of the model by different numbers of λ .
Scikit-learn provides fve different computation routines to ft various
requirements. These computation routines are listed as below.
• svd: This is using a Singular Value Decomposition method to compute the
coeffcients.
• cholesky: This is using the standard scipy.linalg.solve function, ,from the library,
Scipy, to implement calculation. This function is to solve the unknown matrix x in
the linear function of a*x=b.
• sparse cg: This is a conjugate gradient iteration to solve the equation a*x=b by
using the function sparse.linalg.cg from Scipy.
• lsqr: It is a dedicated regularized least-squares routine by using the function,
sparse.linalg.lsqr from Scipy.
• sag: It is a Stochastic Average Gradient descent iteration.
In this experiment, the data set only covered data for 2015 and was with 5,714,008
rows. The size of the data was 531MB before standardization. To run the classical
method, the data set was transferred to a standardized data set. Then the computation time
not included the standardization process. The dataset after standardization is 2.5GB.
There were 27 features included in the model.
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The measurement was the computation time from loading the data till generating
27 estimative coeffcients. Each method would need to run the algorithm 11 times by
different numbers of λ , from one to 100. Following various numbers of λ , the
computation time varied when the number of λ increased. Then, it could be a comparison
to see how the computation time changed when the number of λ increased by different
methods.

3.4.2 Experiment II: Limitation on Data Size
One of the benefts of the new method published by Zhang and Yang (2017b) is
solving the problem of insuffcient memory storage. In this experiment, the purpose was
to examine if the new method can work well and review the comparison with other current
methods. Therefore, the dataset and the λ set used in this experiment was the same for
each method for comparison. The data set was with 35,933,237 rows and 37 features. For
each method, the λ set was fxed and had 100 elements.
Two checkpoints here were if the whole dataset could be loaded before starting the
calculation and if the computation jobs could be fnished and output the results and how
much time each method takes.

3.4.3 Experiment III: Model Evaluation
Not only about the effciency of each method, but the accuracy was also one of the
essential indicators when evaluating different ways. In the last experiment of this section,
the accuracy was the target to examine the performance of each method. Datasets for
training and testing, λ , and features would be the same for comparison.
The dataset for this experiment was one-year data for 2015 which was with
5,714,008 rows and 26 features. The ratio of training and testing data subsets was 2;
therefore, the training set was with 3,828,385 rows. λ picked up from the set ensured that
the value of the target function was minimum value. To evaluate the performance of each
model, there were two as below for evaluation.
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1,885,623

Indicator1 =

∑

(yi − ŷi )2

(3.15)

i=1
1,885,623

Indicator2 =

∑

|yi − ŷi |

(3.16)

i=1

3.5 Summary
This chapter introduces the experiments designed for this study to prove the
benefts from the new method and provides a comparison with current solutions. The next
chapter is to introduce results and discussions.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three experiments are executed in this study to prove if the new method could
provide better performance in computation time and accuracy as well as support bigger
size of data sets than others. From Experiment I, it will focus on the Cell 2 of the new
method in the below chart and to examine if the new method can provide a good
performance in the calculation for estimated betas. In Experiment II, the purpose is to
examine if Cell 1 of the below chart can bring benefts when using the new method. The
last experiment is to compare the result of prediction models and check if an exact
solution from the new method can provide a better prediction performance than other
current solutions. In the following sections, results from each experiment will be stated
with a further discussion.

Figure 4.1. Calculation to Ridge Regression: Computation Time
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4.1 Experiment I: Computation Time
The purpose of this experiment is to examine the computation time from each
method when the whole dataset can be loaded into the memory. Therefore, the following
section will include features used in the experiment, the computation time and the
estimation coeffcient, and the relevant discussion.
Given the purpose of this experiment, features are one of the controlled variables.
Therefore, it is not necessary to extend the number of features. In this experiment,
one-year dataset for 2015 is used with 27 features listed as below.
• Departure Delay (minutes)
• Speed (miles per minute)
• Service Level
• Hub
• Seasons: Based on the month of fight, this feature is to group data into four
categories, Spring for February, March and April, Summer for May, June and July,
Fall for August, September, and October, and Winter for November, December and
January. After getting dummy, only Spring, Summer and Fall will be put into the
dataset as three of features for this experiment.
• Weekday: By using the column, Week of Day, this feature is to slit week of days,
from Monday to Sunday, into two categories which are Weekday and Weekend.
Only Weekday including Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, will be
covered into the data set for this experiment.
• Number of passenger enplanement in the previous year.
• FAA Region: Nine offces in total are in charge of the U.S. civil aviation in each
area. Alaskan Region will be dropped after getting dummies. Therefore, eight FAA
region offces will be put into the data set as dummy variables.
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• Distance Group: After dropping Group 1, 10 dummy variables for from Distance
Group2 to Distance Group 11 are put into the data set as features.
To bring the computation into comparison, Scikit-learn is used in this experiment
as the control group. Five computation routine methods in Scikit-learn are all used here to
compare the output. Given the dataset in this experiment is a one-year fle, the classical
approach is also examined by following the formula directly.
In the following fgure, the new method from Zhang and Yang (2017b) takes less
time in computation, and the changes of the computation time following by adding the
number of lambdas is not signifcant. The classical way also provides good performance
in computation time, compared with the performance of Scikit-learn. However, following
the increasing number of lambdas, the computation time of the classical way increases
signifcantly. The difference is at the step of calculating the estimation coeffcient, beta.
The classical way is using the whole standardized dataset to do matrix multiplication and
the method proposed by Zhang and Yang (2017b) is retrieving the singular value from A
matrix to do the calculation. It means the classical method needs to keep a bigger data set,
the standardized Xs and ys , and has to fnish a complicated computation job for getting the
estimators. Therefore, when the number of lambdas increases, the classical way will take
more time to fnish the computation jobs.
Following the previous discussion, Scikit-learn would also have the same problem
with keeping the whole dataset for calculation and having a more complicated
computation job. Meanwhile, Scikit-learn also provides different computation routines
methods to solve the problem of heavy computation jobs by using these fve
approximation approaches. By using fve computation routines ways, Scikit-learn
provides fve different results as below. SparseCg and lsqr got a memory error while the
job is running for thirty lambdas. Sag takes 200 times of what the new method consumes.
Within the same method of using sag, the computation time becomes 50 times bigger
when the number of lambdas increases from one to 100. Cholesky and svd spend similar
time for calculation when only one lambda is required. However, svd takes more time
than cholesky when the number of lambdas increase.
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Figure 4.2. Experiment I: Computation Time
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The following two fgures which are plotting the ridge trace show how the
estimation coeffcients change via different λ from 0.01 to 1. It also shows that departure
delay time and Speed are two relatively important features of the model based on the
relative location of the curves.
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Figure 4.3. Experiment I: Estimation Coeffcients by Different λ
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Figure 4.4. Experiment I: Estimation Coeffcients by Different λ (Partial)

4.2 Experiment II: Limitation on Data Size
This section is to test the scenario when the data size is bigger than the memory
storage. The dataset is a six-year data fle with 35,933,237 rows and 37 features.
According to the purpose of this experiment, no independent variables will be combined.
Therefore, these 37 features are Departure Delay, Speed, Month from February to
December, Day of Week from Tuesday to Sunday, FAA region offce for only eight
dummy variables, and 10 Distance Group variables. Neither the classical way nor
Scikit-learn library successfully loads the data into the memory.
The new method loads the data year by year and calculates the respective A
matrix. To get the estimated coeffcient for the whole six-year dataset, sum these A
matrices and then follow the steps of the new method to derive the estimators. It takes 600
seconds for fnishing the computation job.
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Figure 4.5. Experiment II: Estimated Coeffcients by Different λ (Partial)

Sampling could be one of the solutions to fx the problem of insuffcient memory
size. The following question would be if the sample or the training set could stand for the
whole data set and get the model as good as the model derived from the entire dataset. For
example, if lots of holidays happened on Wednesday in one of the years, the distribution
of passenger boardings might be very different from other years. When randomly picking
up the training dataset, it’s possible of taking lots of data from this particular year. Then
the model trained from the subset of the data may exist a signifcant bias. It is the reason
why sampling may solve the problem of insuffcient memory but still lots of research
focus on how to extend the data size for the process.

4.3 Experiment III: Model Evaluation
In this section, it is trying to check the model from each method and compare the
result by checking the two indicators described in chapter three. The data fle is a one-year
fle with 5,714,008 rows and 27 features and the ratio of the training and testing datasets is
fxed as 0.67:0.33.
Given the default lambda value in Scikit-learn is one, comparing the result under
the same λ value will be one of the condition. The other one is fnding the best one λ
value from the set (0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10). Then use the
chosen lambda value to fnd the model based on different methods. All above will be
examined in the frst one sub-experiment. Going to the second section, ridge regression
model will be examined when lambda is one. This is to test if the beta is signifcantly
changed following with the change of lambda.
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4.3.1 Testing Condition I: Choosing λ and examining the accuracy
In this section, fnding the best λ from the set (0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06,
0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10) will be executed frst and then use the chosen λ value to derive the
estimated coeffcients and the model by using the two different methods. Therefore, the
below table shows the value of the target function corresponding to the λ value. The
minimum value of the target function happens when λ is 0.01. The next step will be using
the λ value of 0.01 to derive the prediction models and compare the performance.
Table 4.1. Values of Target Function by λ
λ

Value of Target Function

0.01

342,728.529935

0.02

345,292.782608

0.03

348,590.527048

0.04

352,418.417603

0.05

356,683.362954

0.06

361,338.182835

0.07

366,355.321426

0.08

371,715.637046

0.09

377,403.519607

0.10

383,404.764941

From the results of the below fgure, the indicators to evaluate the difference
between the prediction value ŷi and the actual value yi are listed. Both two indicators,
1,885,623

∑i=1

(yi − ŷi )2 and ∑1,885,623
|yi − ŷi |, get similar results from thew two methods. The
i=1

distribution of the difference between the prediction value ŷi and the actual value yi can be
observed in the second table of the Figure 4.6 by viewing the quantile values.
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Exact Method
! =0.01

Scikit-learn
! =0.01

(#$ − #&$ ) (

168,632.10

168,023.81

#$ − #&$

394,368.89

395,041.58

Figure 4.6. Experiment III: The Accuracy of Model Prediction λ =0.01

4.3.2 Testing Condition II: Given λ is One
Given the default value of lambda in Scikit-learn is one, this experiment is to
verify the prediction models from each method if the frst step of fnding the best lambda
from the set is not taken.
From the below fgure, Scikit-learn can provide as good as the case when lambda
is 0.01. However, the result from Scikit-learn provides the distribution of the difference
between the prediction value ŷi and the actual value yi is no signifcant changes when the
lambda value changes from 0.01 to 1.
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Figure 4.7. Experiment III: The Accuracy of Model Prediction λ =1

To further verify the change effect of lambda in Scikit-learn, Figure 4.8 lists the
estimated 27 coeffcients of the prediction models via three different methods. The frst
one is the exact method (Zhang & Yang, 2017b); the second one is using Scikit-learn’s
ridge regression by feeding the standardized datasets; the third one is using Scikit-learn’s
ridge regression by feeding the raw dataset. The last one method is requesting Scikit-learn
to take the data as the raw dataset and normalizing the raw data as the frst step. For both
the exact method and Scikit-learn with raw data, the results apply the theorem that
estimated coeffcients will change signifcantly following with the change of lambda
value. However, for the result from Scikit-learn with the standardized dataset, the
estimated coeffcients vary slightly. This is the reason why it can provide better accuracy
than the exact method when lambda is one.
Take a further step of comparing these three methods via two different lambda
values, 0.01 and 1. Figure 4.9 shows the accuracy of these three prediction models. Using
Scikit-learn by feeding raw data and using its standardization function provide worse
accuracy results.
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Figure 4.8. Experiment III: The Model Prediction λ =0.01
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Figure 4.9. Experiment III: The Model Prediction λ =0.01
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4.4 Summary
In summary, the above experiments test two main scenarios as well as check the
accuracy of each model. The critical point of these two scenarios is at the size of the data
fle. The frst one is to examine the computation performance when loading the whole data
set into the memory is not a problem. The second one is to test the performance when the
data fle is oversize. The third one is to check the models and compare the prediction
performance by using two indicators.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the new approach (Zhang & Yang, 2017b) is examined for ridge
regression analysis. Three major experiments implement to verify if the new method
works better, if the new method isn’t limited by the size of the data fle, and if the
prediction accuracy of the new method is great. Following the results, conclusions can be
stated as below.
• Experiment I: The new method could fnish the computation jobs and derive the
estimated coeffcients faster than other methods. The critical point is at the new
method keeps small dimension matrix as well as relatively simple jobs at the
calculation step. By using a one-year data fle with 26 features, each method can
successfully load the whole data set into the memory. However, based on the
various requirements of computation jobs, two computation routines in Scikit-learn,
sparse cg and lsqr, cannot fnish the computation jobs for 100 lambda values. For
the rest methods, the computation time increases signifcantly, except the new
method. The cause is because of the complication of the computation. Following
the traditional theorem, the whole data sets should be kept for computation.
However, in the new method, the matrix kept in the memory for calculation is
signifcantly smaller than others. Also, the computation steps are simpler than
others. Therefore, the difference between the new method and other methods is
becoming large when the number of lambdas increase.
• Experiment II: In this section, the data fle used in the experiment is relatively
bigger than the previous one. This is to provide the scenario that the data fle is
bigger than the size of the memory storage. Following the theorem (Zhang & Yang,
2017b), the whole data fle is split by year and loaded into the memory separately
for the calculation of A matrix. Then further sum up all A matrix for taking the
further step of calculating the estimated coeffcients. For other methods, sampling is
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one of the solutions to fx this problem. It also brings another problem at if the
sample or the training data set can precisely stand for the whole data set or bias
exists. From this experiment, the new method solves the problem of cannot loading
the whole data set for fnishing the computation jobs.
• Experiment III: This is to implement model checking to ensure the new method is
not just fnishing the job faster but also providing good performance in prediction.
Therefore, in this experiment, it also proves that the new method can give good
prediction results. Furthermore, one more discovery is that using Scikit-learn’s
standardization function will bring signifcant effect to the accuracy. Using its
standardizing function makes a difference between the actual value and the
predicted value at least 100 times bigger than not using its standardizing function.
Though benefts from the new method proved in this study, there is some area this
study didn’t test and could be done in the future. Various platforms and hardware are
launched to provide better services and tools for big data. In this study, only Scikit-learn
library is used as a control group for comparison. Therefore, other data processing
frameworks, like Spark, or other hardware, GPU, could also be employed to see if
methods would have different performances when doing a calculation job.
Another technique, parallel computation, could also be one of the factors when
executing the comparison for the new method and other methods. It is because of the
fexibility of using A matrix in the new method for coeffcient estimation. Following this
concept, the way how to load the data and calculate A matrix could also vary. In this
study, the data set is partitioned into six sub-fles by years. Based on the logic of the new
method, reading row by row could be another way to load the data and calculate A matrix
at the same time.
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